
Cheap Mini PC, China Ubuntu Mini PC Manufacturer



Specifications
Model No. China Ubuntu Mini PC Manufacturer
CPU Amlogic S905X3 64-bit Quad Core ARM® Cortex™ A55 CPU
GPU G31™ MP2 GPU processor
RAM DDR3: 2GB/4GB
ROM eMMC: 32GB(Optional: 16GB/64GB)
OS Ubuntu20.04(Linux5.15)
WiFi IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac; 2.4G / 5G
Bluetooth BT4.2
Desktop lubuntu /xubuntu / lxde / xfce4
Apps & Services You can install applications or services by apt or dpkg.
Default Language English
I/O Port
HDMI 1*HDMI 2.1

USB 1* USB 3.0
2* USB 2.0

AV Out only Android
IR Reciver Remote Reciver Connect [Optional]
RTC [Optional]
LED Display Time & Icons

RJ45 Ethernet Interface;
Support 10/100/1000M

TF card slot Support 4GB/8GB/16GB/32GB/64GB
Power
Power Supply DC 5V/2A

 

 

 

























Welcome to the world of affordable computing solutions offered by our cheap
mini PC lineup. As a trusted China Ubuntu Mini PC manufacturer, we take pride
in delivering cost-effective yet high-performance devices that cater to the diverse
needs of consumers and businesses.

Budget-Friendly Computing Solutions

Our cheap mini PCs are designed to provide an affordable computing experience
without sacrificing quality. Whether you're a student, home user, or small
business owner, our devices offer a reliable platform for everyday computing
tasks, multimedia entertainment, productivity, and more.

Key Features and Specifications

Compact and space-saving design
Efficient Intel or AMD processors for smooth multitasking
Ample RAM and storage options for storing files and running applications
Integrated graphics for HD video playback and light gaming
Connectivity options such as USB ports, HDMI, Ethernet, and Wi-Fi



Pre-installed Ubuntu operating system for a user-friendly experience

Versatile Applications

Our cheap mini PCs are versatile and suitable for a wide range of applications,
including:

Casual web browsing and social media
Office productivity tasks like word processing, spreadsheet management,
and presentations
Multimedia entertainment such as streaming videos, music, and online
gaming
Educational purposes for students and educators
Small-scale business operations like POS systems, digital signage, and
kiosks

Reliable Performance and Durability

Despite their affordability, our mini PCs are built to deliver reliable performance
and durability. Each device undergoes rigorous testing to ensure stability,
efficiency, and longevity, making them ideal for long-term use.

Cost-Effective Solution for Budget-Conscious Users

We understand the importance of value for money, which is why we offer
competitive pricing without compromising on quality. Our cheap mini PCs provide
an excellent balance of performance, affordability, and features, making them a
smart investment for budget-conscious users.

Customer Satisfaction and Support

Customer satisfaction is our priority. We strive to provide exceptional products
backed by responsive customer support. Whether you have questions, need
technical assistance, or require guidance, our dedicated team is here to help.

Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing

As part of our commitment to sustainability, we adhere to environmentally
conscious manufacturing practices. Our cheap mini PCs are designed with energy
efficiency in mind, reducing their environmental impact while delivering optimal
performance.

Conclusion

Experience reliable computing at an affordable price with our cheap mini PC
solutions. As a leading China Ubuntu Mini PC manufacturer, we offer budget-
friendly devices that excel in performance, versatility, and value. Upgrade your
computing experience today with our cost-effective mini PCs


